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Dear Mr Nazih Elasmar 

 

Impact of Animal Rights Activism on Victorian Agriculture Inquiry Hearing 

The Law Institute of Victoria (‘LIV’) wishes to clarify its position following its appearance before 

the Inquiry into the Impact of Animal Rights Activism on Victorian Agriculture (‘the Inquiry’), on 

23 September 2019.  

The LIV is aware that for efficacy, additional weight may be given to verbal testimony at the 

hearing. Therefore, we seek to further clarify our position to ensure they accurately reflect the 

recommendations made in our submission to the Inquiry. During a lively discussion between 

Co-Chair of the LIV Criminal Law Section, Mel Walker and the Inquiry, the Parliamentary 

Committee explored with Ms Walker the idea of where CCTV cameras would be placed. Ms 

Walker responded: 

 

  ‘And so our proposition would be that the CCTV footage covers those particular  

  areas, such as the housing of and where animals are dealt with on that property,  

  and also with transport. I accept that farms are very expansive, but I believe that  

  it could properly be restricted to those particular areas.’1 

 

Upon reviewing the Hansard transcript, the LIV considers that our verbal commentary does not 

provide the clarity, nor reflect the context of our initial submission. In reviewing our verbal 

evidence, we believe it could be construed that the LIV position was applicable to all farms. This 

is not, nor ever has been, our position, nor Ms Walker’s intent in answering the questions put to 

her at the hearing.     

The LIV wishes to bring the Committee’s attention back to our initial recommendation. In 

researching its submission, the LIV noted the primary motive for trespassing expressed by 

animal activists was with the intent of shedding light on what they perceive to be a lack of 

transparency in the primary production industry.  

 

                                                           
1 Legislative Council Economy and Infrastructure Committee, Inquiry into the Impact of Animal Rights Activism 
on Victorian Agriculture Hansard Transcript, 22 






